AWAKENING THE AMERICAN JURY: DID THE KILLING OF GEORGE FLOYD ALTER JUROR DELIBERATIONS FOREVER?

ABSTRACT

In the summer of 2020, the witnessing of George Floyd's death triggered an outpouring of public expression far beyond other cases in modern times. While the experience led some to advocate for reform and participate in antiracism rallies, marches, and campaigns, it also forced many others into internal reflection, awareness, and awakening to the knowledge of a lived experience with police different from their own. The gruesome realities of the video were irreconcilable with those prior beliefs and did not comport with any moral or legal standards of dignity. Prior to witnessing George Floyd's death on video at the hands of multiple police officers, the majority of society believed such things were just not possible. A consistent belief has also been exhibited by jurors, as demonstrated in their frequent acquittals, mistrials, no bills, and dismissals in police brutality and excessive force cases.

Dean Onwuachi-Willig's article entitled The Trauma of Awakening to Racism: Did the Tragic Killing of George Floyd Result in Cultural Trauma for Whites? analyzes the experience of being a witness to the George Floyd killing through the lens of whiteness. This Commentary considers whether the collective trauma of witnessing police violence in 2020 has any translative impact upon the American jury and its future deliberations. To investigate whether the killing of George Floyd will forever change how juries view police-initiated violence, this Commentary examines prior cases of police and vigilante violence directed at unarmed Black victims like George Floyd. The Commentary also questions whether post-Floyd public opinion polling data and individual personal reflection narratives provide sufficient evidence to reasonably predict that juries will trend toward convicting police violence. Lastly, the Commentary discusses the two juridical personalities in police violence scenarios: criminal prosecution and civil litigation, which frequently have diverging outcomes despite identical facts.

Ultimately, it may be too early to realistically opine on the full extent to which potential jurors have been impacted by witnessing George Floyd's death. However, the recent grand jury decision not to criminally indict the police officers responsible for killing Breonna Taylor, notwithstanding the $12 million civil settlement on the same facts, indicates a trend toward the status quo of inequity. At the time of this publication, a $27 million civil settlement has been reached for the Floyd family, yet America awaits the outcome of the pending criminal prosecution. Criminal charges have been formally alleged, and the case outcome is in the hands of the jurors.
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*849 I. INTRODUCTION
Trial lawyers make it their business to understand what is on the minds of their jurors. Some cases benefit from the advice of jury consultants or mock trial presentations in order to learn the potential public reaction to certain case facts. If litigators want to know what potential jurors think about police brutality cases and excessive force cases, prior trends in verdicts, particularly the vast majority of acquittals, mistrials, no bills, and dismissals, might be the best place to look. However, after the summer of 2020 and a purported “awakening to racism,” there may be more to analyze.

It is often not an easy task to learn what potential jurors are thinking, but in 2020 the witnessing of George Floyd's death triggered an outpouring of public expression far beyond other cases in modern times. Some participated in rallies and marches, proclaimed support for Black-owned businesses, and affirmed that Black lives matter; others initiated antiracism campaigns complete with reading lists and learning tours, provided scholarships to historically Black colleges and universities, and advocated for criminal justice reform. For others, the experience of what they witnessed forced them into internal self-reflection, a progression of awareness and awakening to the knowledge of a lived experience with police different from their own. Some shared their personal journeys formally in newspaper articles, informally across social media platforms, and even politically in Congress as well as on the world stage at the United Nations. Somehow this one incident created a new public conversation related to the adjudication of right and wrong, and one could say it was suddenly easy to know what potential jurors were pondering. However, what appeared less clear was whether the main issue of public concern was a legal one, a social one, or instead--due to the circumstances surrounding George Floyd's death--a necessary combination of both.

Prior to 2020, jurors have exhibited an overwhelmingly stable viewpoint toward police brutality. In the many cases involving criminal allegations against police officers or proxy police actors poised as vigilantes, jurors consistently reject indicting or convicting on serious criminal charges of murder. Could 2020 be a “tipping point” in the personality of the American jury in cases alleging police brutality or excessive force? Did the trauma of witnessing the killing of George Floyd awaken jurors to the dynamics of racism and impact how they will deliberate cases of police violence in the future?

Dean Onwuachi-Willig's article in this volume, entitled The Trauma of Awakening to Racism: Did the Tragic Killing of George Floyd Result in Cultural Trauma for Whites?, analyzes the experience of being a witness to the George Floyd killing through the lens of whiteness. Using the discipline of sociology, her article expands one's awareness of human social relationships, cultures, and institutions as they collectively intersect with the lived experience of being a White witness to racialized violence, specifically police-involved violence, and more specifically alleged criminal police-involved homicidal violence directed at a Black victim. Being a witness to violence, especially homicidal criminal violence, triggers trauma. Witnessing government agents as the actors in the violence and an unarmed and handcuffed individual as the victim of the violence adds complexities to the trauma. Witnessing unlawful police violence imprints an unforgettable image and, potentially, produces an irreversible trauma. As frightening as the visual of criminal activity committed by armed police officers might be, its impact is multiplied by the millions that witnessed it and rewatched it on video reel replayed on news outlets and social media for several days. The video of the death of George Floyd became ubiquitous in the public domain across America and the globe in the summer of 2020.

The uniqueness of the true trauma of being a witness to George Floyd's homicide occurs in its disruption of cultural norms that previously formed a certain baseline of “comfort” regarding safety, fairness, and the proper order of things in the context of encounters with police. Prior to witnessing George Floyd's death on video at the hands of multiple police officers, the majority of society believed such things were just not possible. Yet, the gruesome realities of the video were irreconcilable with those prior beliefs and did not comport with any moral or legal standards of human dignity, domestic or international. The acts appeared to go beyond simple criminality into unreserved inhumane treatment in a way that most White Americans never believed police could engage. This Commentary considers whether the collective trauma of witnessing police violence in 2020, as outlined in Dean Onwuachi-Willig's social-legal analysis, has any translatable impact upon the American jury and its future deliberations.

Using the framework that Dean Onwuachi-Willig summarizes as the post-Floyd social-legal climate in America, and the dynamics of the potential “awakening to racism” that may have occurred in the summer of 2020, this Commentary pursues the succeeding related questions: Can the experience of a collective awakening to racism now prime jurors to view evidence
differently or convict police officers more readily than in times past? Now awakened, due to their shared witnessing of the killing of George Floyd, are American juries ready to condemn police violence? Can prosecutors harness this “awakened jury” and convert would-be acquittals into criminal convictions and meaningful criminal punishment to end the era of perceived impunity for police violence?

To investigate whether the killing of George Floyd will forever change how juries view police-initiated violence, this Commentary examines prior cases of police and vigilante violence directed at unarmed Black victims like George Floyd. In each of these criminal cases, the exercise of prosecutorial discretion is the first and most critical origin point to begin one's analysis of the public’s response to police-initiated violence. The cases outlined in this Commentary are exclusively those that prosecutors selectively sought to pursue and in no way represent the broad range of alleged incidents of police brutality. The prudence underlying prosecutors' decisions on which cases to pursue is not a small matter and instead is inextricably linked to the quality of justice the community can ultimately achieve. Each decision to pursue criminal charges is difficult and multi-layered, whether the decision to prosecute is based solely on the prosecutor's sound judgment or incorporates consideration of public outcry, unrest, or persistent protests. This Commentary acknowledges the prosecutorial discretion dynamic, yet saves for another time the discussion surrounding the full complexities of its exercise, yet saves for another time the discussion surrounding the full complexities of its exercise, its timing--swift or delayed--and the severity of the ultimate criminal charges filed--maximum or minimum. Irrespective of the contours of the very important, yet always controversial, exercise of the prosecutorial function that undergirds every case of alleged criminality, this Commentary will address most specifically how criminal juries ultimately respond to cases of police violence in which prosecutors choose to seek criminal punishment.

This examination of the American jury is focused on the jurors: the grand jurors that vote on the sufficiency of the probable cause to support an indictment and the petit (trial) jurors that determine the final judgment of criminal convictions based on their unanimous belief in the truth of the charge. Part II will provide a brief description of recent high-profile cases, including cases that captured the victim's death on video as well as cases wherein jurors only had eye- and ear-witness accounts of the killings by police. The outcomes in these cases prior to 2020 provide context and a potential understanding of how jurors have responded to allegations of police violence. Part II questions whether the post-Floyd public opinion polling data and individual personal reflection narratives analyzed in Onwuachi-Willig's work provide sufficient evidence to reasonably predict that jurors will change and view future cases differently to the extent of rendering a new trend toward convicting police violence.

Part III of the Commentary recognizes that each of these police violence cases actually has two juridical personalities. Although much attention is played to the criminal prosecution of these cases, there is a significant and even more relevant civil litigation story that accompanies police violence. Part III will summarize the contrasting civil litigation in these same police violence cases and identify the trend of consistently diverging outcomes in the civil settlements predicated on identical case facts of police violence. Ultimately, it may be too early to realistically opine on the full extent to which potential jurors have been impacted by witnessing George Floyd's death. However, the recent grand jury decision not to criminally indict the police officers responsible for killing Breonna Taylor, notwithstanding the $12 million civil settlement on the same case facts, indicates a trend toward the status quo of inequity.

II. JURORS RESPOND TO CRIMINAL ALLEGATIONS OF POLICE VIOLENCE

Reflecting on a sampling of cases prior to 2020, juries have routinely rejected criminal allegations for killing unarmed Black victims like George Floyd. For example, in the killing of Trayvon Martin, the trial jury returned a not guilty verdict, and in the killing of Michael Brown, the grand jury voted not to indict. Neither Trayvon Martin nor Michael Brown's deaths were captured on video for the jurors to analyze; therefore, the factual controversies and inconsistencies of eye- and ear-witness accounts likely dominated those jurors' deliberations. Thus, potentially, if jurors had the opportunity to view a video account of the victims' deaths, like the video of George Floyd, the outcome in the trials may have been different. The killings of Eric Garner and Walter Scott were both captured on video. Those jurors were able to witness Eric Garner being held in an illegal chokehold while pleading to the officer “I can't breathe,” and Walter Scott being shot in the back while running away from the police. Both victims were unarmed, both Black, both male. Both encountered the police based on very minor, nonviolent infractions: Garner for allegedly selling single cigarettes and Scott for a broken brake light...
and a possible warrant for unpaid child support. Both juries rejected the criminal allegations against the police for these killings. The grand jury in Eric Garner's case issued a no bill, deciding not to indict. The trial jury in Walter Scott's case was split, as an insufficient number of jurors were willing to convict, thus rendering it a mistrial due to a hung jury. The killing of Tamir Rice is another example in which the jurors were able to view the killing on video. In the Rice case, similar to the Garner case, the jurors rejected criminal charges, instead finding the police conduct justified. The jurors' decisions in these cases are consistent with the overwhelming trend. Notably, in the last fifteen years, only five police officers have been convicted of murder for on-duty shootings, although 110 were charged during that period.

One of the rare police officer convictions for an unjustified homicide was in Minnesota, the same state of George Floyd's killing. The convicted Minnesota officer was Mohamed Noor, a Black officer (Somali-American), for the shooting-death of Justine Damond, a White Australian woman. Commentators have opined that the race of the officer may trigger dynamics of bias, implicitly or explicitly, in cases wherein blackness attaches to the police-officer-defendant. It is suggested that Black officers are more likely to be punished, convicted, and harshly sentenced than their White police officer counterparts engaged in similar conduct.

However, post-2020, due to the “awakening to racism,” will we see a different reaction from juries? Is there such a thing as an “awakened jury”? What does it mean for the community consciousness to be awakened--to remain primed to address injustices?

It might be harder than anticipated for the majority of jurors to “remain awake” and primed to condemn police violence inflicted upon racial minorities. The detailed polling data Onwuachi-Willig discusses, as well as the sociology of cultural trauma theory, cuts both ways in their predictive value of whether future jurors will view cases differently after the collective experience of 2020. Although some social change may have occurred as the collective awareness regarding allegations of unfair or even racially motivated violence at the hands of the police was heightened, the part that 2020 cannot undo is the long history of criminal research that connects the outcome of the case and the severity of the punishment to the race of the victim.

The Baldus study, conducted in the 1970s and highlighted in McCleskey v. Kemp, provided statistical evidence of racial disparities in the execution of prosecutorial discretion as well as in the ultimate conviction and the imposition of the death penalty. Professors Phillips and Marceau continued Professor Baldus's research and confirmed even broader racial biases in the imposition of criminal sentences as well as appeals therefrom. It is well-settled in criminal law research that the race of the victim is a dominant factor in analyzing the strength of the likely punishment. In the context of police violence against Black victims, some scholars opine that the lack of criminal convictions is consistent with social dominance theory in which the acquittal of police officers for violence against the subordinate group is dominance-enhancing conduct, and thereby the jury, made up primarily of the dominant group, refuses to punish such conduct. “Social dominance theory provides an insightful investigation into social inequality across human societies. As a multilevel integrative theory of intergroup relations, Social Dominance Theory combines broad social analysis with examinations of human psychology.” The social-dominance issues that intertwine with the analysis of police-initiated violence expand beyond a mere consideration of actus reus, mens rea, and proximate causation and well beyond the traditional application of self-defense. Racialized police-initiated violence as a means of control and subordination is centuries old. One case, even a case as extreme as the haunting, videotaped killing of George Floyd, cannot disrupt the culture and practice connected to how and why jurors view such evidence in favor of nonconviction of police officers.

There is another reason why it might be even harder than expected to shift old patterns in racialized police-violence cases. The documentary The Color of Fear exposed the root of why the “awakened” state is likely unsustainable. A White participant in The Color of Fear, a movie often used in racial diversity trainings, maybe unintentionally explained why Whites—or anyone in the socially dominant hierarchical position—cannot remain awake to the discrimination and even violence against the subordinate racial minority group. The White participant explained that it is hard to believe that people could be so cruel against one another. In other words, to “remain awoken” one must keep the reality of this collective trauma of 2020 active and vivid. Without this affirmative effort to maintain the awakened state, it's hard for jurors to believe that police could be so cruel.
In all cases it is hard for jurors to believe that police are the wrongful actors. In the prosecution of police for violence against unarmed Black men and boys, it's even harder for the “awakening to racism” to remain salient because it is working against a deep-rooted, century-old, counternarrative of inhumanity. The polling data already shows that the awakening waned even before 2020 ended.

Whether or not the larger American collective consciousness has awakened to the point of triggering changes in patterns of juries and convictions of police, there exists a substitute system of justice--financial civil settlements in these cases--that serves as government compensation to victims' families.

III. CIVIL SETTLEMENTS CAPTURE THE TORT, AND THE CRIME REMAINS UNPUNISHED

The public dialogue often focuses on criminality in circumstances of unjustified police violence. However, the legal analysis in police brutality cases does not end with a discussion of criminality, as additional laws are relevant to this lethal conduct. Law students are taught the difference between a tort and a crime in their first-year classes; however, it may be confusing to distinguish how the same set of facts could establish both a crime and a tort. A tort is a civil wrong and a crime is a criminal wrong. A primary distinguishing factor between these two legal wrongs is the consequence: serious and violent crimes are punished with loss of liberty or prison time. Serious and violent torts are punished with money damages. Further, in our modern American justice system, criminal cases are filed by the government and civil cases are filed by private parties.

What further distinguishes a criminal conviction from a civil wrong is “formal and solemn pronouncement of the moral condemnation of the community.” Part II listed examples of police violence cases in which jurors rejected charging and convicting the offending police officers. In those same cases, civil settlements were reached based on allegations of civil wrongs on the same case facts.

In the Trayvon Martin case, the trial jury returned a not guilty verdict on criminality for his killing, but a civil settlement was reached with the homeowners association where the incident took place. In the Michael Brown case, the grand jury rejected the criminal allegations and failed to recommend indictment, but a civil settlement of $1.5 million was reached with the city of Ferguson for the police officer's conduct. In the Eric Garner case, captured on video, the grand jury refused to indict the officers that choked him, yet the city issued Mr. Garner's family a civil settlement in the amount of $5.9 million. In the Walter Scott case, trial jurors hung on the question of criminal murder, but the civil case on the same facts settled for $6.5 million. In the Tamir Rice case, the grand jury found the police violence to be justified, yet the city paid the Rice family $6 million in a cash settlement. The outcomes of the criminal charges for the killing of George Floyd remain unknown as the trial is still ongoing at the time of this publication. Yet, notwithstanding the uncertainty of the criminal case, the city of Minneapolis reached a record-breaking civil settlement of $27 million for the Floyd family.

The list of cases that are discussed here is in no way complete. Further, police violence is not exclusive to Black male victims. Professor Kimberlé Crenshaw's scholarship and awareness campaign #SayHerName requires my list to include Sandra Bland--no criminal charges for her killing but a $1.9 million civil settlement to the Bland family--and Breonna Taylor--no indictment, yet a $12 million civil settlement to the Taylor family.

Although an acknowledgment of police misconduct has some level of retributive value, it's hard to accept it as justice. Some may even see it as a financial transaction of sorts, subsidized by taxpayers--an operational cost of maintaining a social hierarchy. Using the language of the social dominance theory, the lopsided system of no criminal punishment yet cash civil settlements essentially underwrites the dominant group's status in the hierarchy and absolves police for harming the subordinate group.

The current state of inconsistent community-condemnation of illegal police-violence has acted as an accelerant in our American culture instead of the needed deterrent against excessive force by the police. However, the change needed to curb police brutality is more than what law can do. It's a culture shift towards a universal understanding of human dignity.

Incidents of police-initiated violence have been noticed by other tribunals. For example, at the domestic level, the Minnesota Department of Human Rights filed a civil rights complaint against the Minneapolis Police Department following the
Floyd killing. The global outcry against police violence in the United States has been reignited from the infamous petition, entitled “We Charge Genocide,” received in 1951 at the Paris Meeting of the United Nations General Assembly alleging police brutality, among other offenses, against Black Americans. Modernly, testimony has been received at the United Nations from Black families like Philonise Floyd, Sybrina Fulton, and other mothers who have lost their sons to police-initiated violence—all while American criminal jurors continue to reject criminal retribution for these harms.

IV. CONCLUSION

2020 was an unprecedented year in many ways. A year that history will continue to write about and analyze. Communities of all types reached out to one another because of the health crisis, because of social unrest, and because of economic hardship. The death of George Floyd remains a collective, somber moment among the tragic events of 2020. Many will never forget it. Some will even be changed permanently by it. However, the structures of justice remain unmoved by it. The particulars of the remedial measures to flow to the specific actors in the case are still unknown. However, the responses of jurors in other cases post-Floyd foreshadow a continuation of the status quo.

It may be too early to fully predict whether the killing of George Floyd has altered juror deliberations forever. The polling data indicate meaningful movement regarding perceptions and opinions Whites and Blacks hold regarding police and the existing gap in resulting jury verdicts. As the communities await a change to the status quo, the criminal justice system is becoming more and more powerless in its ability to properly address deaths resulting from police brutality, leaving victims' families with civil settlements instead of community condemnation for their loved ones' homicidal deaths at the hands of the police.
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